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rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one
stern and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine eleven year old
rebecca randall is quite a handful and now she s leaving her beloved sunnybrook
farm to live with her well to do elderly aunts and get an education but they
were expecting rebecca s quiet hard working older sister instead rebecca s joy
for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining
wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric
wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca
books including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical
stage and filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role
reproduction of the original rebecca of sunnybrook farm by kate douglas wiggin
rebecca is an imaginative and charming child often composing little poems and
songs to express her feelings or to amuse her younger brothers and sisters
rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her
young life gaining wisdom and understanding rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a
classic american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas wiggin that tells the
story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one stern and one kind in the
fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts
but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom and understanding
wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca 1 eric wiggin a great nephew of
the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca books including a
concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical stage and filmed
three times once with shirley temple in the title role how is this book unique
font adjustments biography included unabridged 100 original content illustrated
about rebecca of sunnybrook farm by kate douglas wiggin rebecca of sunnybrook
farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas wiggin that
tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her two stern aunts in the
fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts
but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom and understanding
wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric wiggin a great nephew of
the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca books including a
concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical stage and was filmed
three times once with shirley temple in the title role rebecca of sunnybrook
farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas wiggin that
tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one stern and one kind
in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her
aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom and
understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca 1 eric wiggin a
great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca books
including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical stage and
filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role rebecca of
sunnybrook farmkate douglas smith wigginkate douglas wiggin september 28 1856
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august 24 1923 was an american educator and author of children s stories most
notably the classic children s novel rebecca of sunnybrook farm she started the
first free kindergarten in san francisco in 1878 the silver street free
kindergarten with her sister during the 1880s she also established a training
school for kindergarten teachers kate wiggin devoted her adult life to the
welfare of children in an era when children were commonly thought of as cheap
labor in kate douglas s classic tale of friendship she brings us the delightful
rebecca of sunnybrook farms when the sawyer sisters jane and miranda offered to
take one of their sister s children they requested the oldest and most well
behaved hannah instead they got rebecca a spirited intelligent imaginative
little girl who changed their lives forever rebecca s adventures in friendship
and love have been adapted for young readers in the calico illustrated classics
adaptation of douglas s rebecca of sunnybrook farms rebecca of sunnybrook farm
is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas wiggin that tells
the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one stern and one kind in the
fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic
american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas wiggin that tells the story of
rebecca rowena randall and her two stern aunts in the fictional village of
riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she faces many
trials in her young life gaining wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel
new chronicles of rebecca eric wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote
updated versions of several rebecca books including a concluding story the
story was adapted for the theatrical stage and was filmed three times once with
shirley temple in the title role we are delighted to publish this classic book
as part of our extensive classic library collection many of the books in our
collection have been out of print for decades and therefore have not been
accessible to the general public the aim of our publishing program is to
facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature and our view is
that this is a significant literary work which deserves to be brought back into
print after many decades the contents of the vast majority of titles in the
classic library have been scanned from the original works to ensure a high
quality product each title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff our
philosophy has been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that
is as close as possible to ownership of the original work we hope that you will
enjoy this wonderful classic work and that for you it becomes an enriching
experience rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s
novel by kate douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and
her two stern aunts in the village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life
inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom
and understanding eleven year old rebecca randall is quite a handful and now
she s leaving her beloved sunnybrook farm to live with her well to do elderly
aunts and get an education but they were expecting rebecca s quiet hard working
older sister instead rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she faces
many trials in her young life gaining wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a
sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote
updated versions of several rebecca books including a concluding story the
story was adapted for the theatrical stage and filmed three times once with
shirley temple in the title role kate douglaswigginrebecca of sunnybrook farm
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is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas wiggin that tells
the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one stern and one kind in the
fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts
but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom and understanding
wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca 1 eric wiggin a great nephew of
the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca books including a
concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical stage and filmed
three times once with shirley temple in the title role rebecca randall leaves
her family at sunnybrook farm and goes to live with her two aunts in riverboro
there she goes to school for the first time embarks on a madcap scheme to sell
soap nearly runs away befriends a coach driver and helps repair the family s
fortunes kate douglas wiggin september 28 1856 august 24 1923 was an american
educator and author of children s stories most notably the classic children s
novel rebecca of sunnybrook farm she started the first free kindergarten in san
francisco in 1878 the silver street free kindergarten with her sister during
the 1880s she also established a training school for kindergarten teachers kate
wiggin devoted her adult life to the welfare of children in an era when
children were commonly thought of as cheap labor wiggin went to california to
study kindergarten methods she began to teach in san francisco with her sister
nora smith assisting her and the two were instrumental in the establishment of
over 60 kindergartens for the poor in san francisco and oakland she moved from
california to new york and having no kindergarten work on hand devoted herself
to literature she sent the story of patsy and the bird s christmas carol to
houghton mifflin co who accepted them at once besides the talent for story
telling she was a musician sang well and composed settings for her poems she
was also an excellent elocutionist her first literary work was half a dozen
housekeepers a serial story which she sent to st nicholas after the death of
her husband in 1889 she returned to california to resume her kindergarten work
serving as the head of a kindergarten normal school some of her other works
included cathedral courtship a summer in a canon timothy s quest the story hour
kindergarten chimes polly oliver s problem and children s rights rebecca of
sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas
wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one stern
and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life
inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom
and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca 1 eric wiggin
a great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca books
including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical stage and
filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role rebecca of
sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas
wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one stern
and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life
inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom
and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric wiggin a
great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca books
including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical stage and
filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role kate douglas
wiggin nee smith 1856 1923 was an american children s author and educator she
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was born in philadelphia and was of welsh descent she started the first free
kindergarten in san francisco in 1878 the silver street free kindergarten with
her sister in the 1880s she also established a training school for kindergarten
teachers her best known books are the story of pasty 1883 the birds christmas
carol 1887 polly oliver s problem 1893 a cathedral courtship 1893 the village
watchtoer 1896 marm lisa 1897 and rebecca of sunnybrook farm 1903 rebecca of
sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas
wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one stern
and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life
inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom
and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric wiggin a
great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca books
including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical stage and
filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role moving to maine
in the 1880s to live with her maiden aunts ten year old rebecca encounters many
adventures and discovers the joy of a relationship with christ kate douglas
wiggin was an american author and teacher best known for writing stories for
children wiggin lived at a time when education was not considered to be
important as most kids helped around their parents farms on top of her books
wiggin was notable for the importance she placed on children and their well
being rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic in children s literature the book
tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and the joy for living that inspired
her harsh aunts rebecca of sunnybrook farm has been made into film on many
occasions wiggin later wrote a sequel called new chronicles of rebecca new
chronicles of rebecca is the sequel to rebecca of sunnybrook farm the book
details more of rebecca s adventures rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic
american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas wiggin that tells the story of
rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one stern and one kind in the fictional
village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she
faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom and understanding wiggin
wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric wiggin a great nephew of the
author wrote updated versions of several rebecca books including a concluding
story the story was adapted for the theatrical stage and was filmed three times
once with shirley temple in the title role synopsisthe novel opens with rebecca
s journey to riverboro to live with her two aunts miranda and jane sawyer until
this time she has lived on the family farm rebecca is the second eldest of
seven children most of the children have fanciful names such as marquis and
jenny lind influenced by their father s artistic background rebecca is named
after both the heroines in ivanhoe the family is quite poor due to the number
of children mr randall s inability to stick to a job and the farm being
mortgaged at the beginning of the novel he has been dead for three years and
the family is barely scraping by rebecca s stay with her aunt is a chance to
improve her opportunities in life and to ease the strain on her family s budget
with one less mouth to feed despite her impoverished background rebecca is
imaginative and charming she often composes little poems and songs to express
her feelings or to amuse her younger brothers and sisters it is she who named
their farm sunnybrook miranda and jane had wanted hannah the eldest sister due
to her pragmatic nature and household skills but her mother needs her at home
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for the same reason she sends rebecca instead miranda is unimpressed by rebecca
s imagination and sallow complexion and says she s the image of her shiftless
father lorenzo demedici randall miranda determines to do her duty and train
rebecca to be a proper young lady so she will not shame the sawyer name jane
takes on the role of rebecca s protector and acts as a buffer between her niece
and her sister jane teaches rebecca to sew cook and manage a household rebecca
s liveliness and curiosity brighten jane s life and refresh her spirit although
rebecca strives to win miranda s approval she finds it hard to live up to
miranda s rigid standards rebecca is up against miranda s view of her as all
randall and no sawyer the middle of the novel is for the most part a
description of life at riverboro and its inhabitants important characters are
jeremiah cobb and his wife sarah who first encounter rebecca s charm rebecca s
schoolfellow and best friend emma jane perkins and adam ladd a young
businessman who takes an interest in rebecca s education adam meets rebecca
when she and emma jane are selling soap to help a poor family receive a lamp as
a premium rebecca nicknames him mr aladdin poster for the stage adaptation of
rebecca of sunnybrook farm starring edith taliaferro produced by klaw erlanger
1910rebecca proves to be a good student especially in english and goes on to
attend high school in wareham in the last section of the book rebecca has
become a young lady with the same high spirit and a talent for writing she
applies for a teaching place in augusta but her mother falls ill and rebecca
must return to care for her and the farm while rebecca is away from riverboro
miranda dies and leaves the sawyer house and land to rebecca a railway company
will buy sunnybrook farm for construction purposes and this gives the randall
family a sufficient living thanks to miranda s will rebecca now has enough
money to become an independent woman and help her siblings the novel ends with
her exclaiming god bless aunt miranda god bless the brick house that was god
bless the brick house that is to be rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic
american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas wiggin that tells the story of
rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one stern and one kind in the fictional
village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she
faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom and understanding wiggin
wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric wiggin a great nephew of the
author wrote updated versions of several rebecca books including a concluding
story the story was adapted for the theatrical stage and filmed three times
once with shirley temple in the title role rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a
classic american 1903 children s novel by kate douglas wiggin that tells the
story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one stern and one kind in the
fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts
but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom and understanding
wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric wiggin a great nephew of
the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca books including a
concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical stage and filmed
three times once with shirley temple in the title role the novel opens with
rebecca s journey from her family s farm to riverboro to live with her two
aunts her mother s older sisters miranda and jane sawyer rebecca is the second
oldest of seven children most of the children have fanciful names such as
marquis and jenny lind influenced by their father s artistic background rebecca
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is named after both the heroines in ivanhoe the family is quite poor due to the
number of children mr lorenzo demedici randall s inability to stick to a job
and the farm being mortgaged as the novel begins the family is barely scraping
by three years after the father s death rebecca s stay with her aunts is a
chance to improve her opportunities in life and to ease the strain on her
family s budget despite her impoverished background rebecca is imaginative and
charming she often composes little poems and songs to express her feelings or
to amuse her siblings it is she who named their farm sunnybrook an abridged
version of kate douglas wiggin s classic story of talkative ten year old
rebecca s adventures after she leaves her home at sunnybrook farm to go live in
town with her spinster aunts one harsh and demanding the other soft and
sentimental this carefully crafted ebook rebecca of sunnybrook farm new
chronicles of rebecca children s book classics is formatted for your ereader
with a functional and detailed table of contents rebecca of sunnybrook farm is
a classic american children s novel that tells the story of rebecca rowena
randall and her two stern aunts in the fictional village of riverboro maine
rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her
young life gaining wisdom and understanding the novel opens with rebecca s
journey to riverboro to live with her two aunts miranda and jane sawyer until
this time she has lived on the family farm rebecca is the second eldest of
seven children and her family is quite poor so moving in with her aunts is a
chance to improve her opportunities in life miranda determines to do her duty
and train rebecca to be a proper young lady so she will not shame the sawyer
name jane takes on the role of rebecca s protector and teaches her to sew cook
and manage a household rebecca proves to be a good student and she becomes a
young lady with the same high spirit and a talent for writing new chronicles of
rebecca is a sequel to rebecca of sunnybrook farm it doesn t follow rebecca in
her further adventures in life but fills in some spaces left uncovered in a
previous book it consists of chronologically arranged tales about rebecca
starting when she is around 12 and ending when she s 18 years old these lovely
chapters complete the charming story of rebecca s rough childhood following her
from a poor but imaginative young girl to a proper young lady kate douglas
wiggin 1856 1923 was an american educator and author of children s stories most
notably the classic children s novel rebecca of sunnybrook farm she started the
first free kindergarten with her sister she also established a training school
for kindergarten teachers and devoted her adult life to the welfare of children
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work
as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
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available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american children s novel that
tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her two stern aunts in the
fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts
but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom and understanding
the novel opens with rebecca s journey to riverboro to live with her two aunts
miranda and jane sawyer until this time she has lived on the family farm
rebecca is the second eldest of seven children and her family is quite poor so
moving in with her aunts is a chance to improve her opportunities in life
miranda determines to do her duty and train rebecca to be a proper young lady
so she will not shame the sawyer name jane takes on the role of rebecca s
protector and teaches her to sew cook and manage a household rebecca proves to
be a good student and she becomes a young lady with the same high spirit and a
talent for writing new chronicles of rebecca is a sequel to rebecca of
sunnybrook farm it doesn t follow rebecca in her further adventures in life but
fills in some spaces left uncovered in a previous book it consists of
chronologically arranged tales about rebecca starting when she is around 12 and
ending when she s 18 years old these lovely chapters complete the charming
story of rebecca s rough childhood following her from a poor but imaginative
young girl to a proper young lady kate douglas wiggin 1856 1923 was an american
educator and author of children s stories most notably the classic children s
novel rebecca of sunnybrook farm she started the first free kindergarten with
her sister she also established a training school for kindergarten teachers and
devoted her adult life to the welfare of children this classic novel has been
abridged and then carefully adapted into 10 consecutive illustrated chapters
with preview questions comprehension questions and student activities for
building comprehension and strengthening vocabulary rebecca of sunnybrook farm
is a delightful children s novel in the vein of anne of green gables written by
kate douglas wiggin rebecca of sunnybrook farm tells the story of a young girl
rebecca who goes to live with her two dour ants rebecca injects joy into their
lives and finds a way to keep her impoverished family afloat this xist classics
edition has been professionally formatted for e readers with a linked table of
contents this ebook also contains a bonus book club leadership guide and
discussion questions we hope you ll share this book with your friends neighbors
and colleagues and can t wait to hear what you have to say about it xist
publishing is a digital first publisher xist publishing creates books for the
touchscreen generation and is dedicated to helping everyone develop a lifetime
love of reading no matter what form it takes talkative ten year old rebecca
goes to live with her spinster aunts one harsh and demanding the other soft and
sentimental with whom she spends seven difficult but rewarding years growing up
books for all kinds of readers read howyouwant offers the widest selection of
on demand accessible format editions on the market today our 7 different sizes
of easyread are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the
words and the letters we partner with leading publishers around the globe our
goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers new
books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read to
find more books in your format visit readhowyouwant com books for all kinds of
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readers read howyouwant offers the widest selection of on demand accessible
format editions on the market today our 7 different sizes of easyread are
optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the words and the
letters we partner with leading publishers around the globe our goal is to have
accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers new books so that
all readers can have access to the books they want to read to find more books
in your format visit readhowyouwant com this classic novel has been abridged
and adapted into 10 illustrated chapters talkative ten year old rebecca goes to
live with her spinster aunts one harsh and demanding the other soft and
sentimental with whom she spends seven difficult but rewarding years growing up
kate douglas wiggin september 28 1856 august 24 1923 was an american educator
and author of children s stories most notably the classic children s novel
rebecca of sunnybrook farm she started the first free kindergarten in san
francisco in 1878 the silver street free kindergarten with her sister during
the 1880s she also established a training school for kindergarten teachers kate
wiggin devoted her adult life to the welfare of children in an era when
children were commonly thought of as cheap labor
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Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2021-01-01
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one
stern and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm Illustrated 2020-12-19
eleven year old rebecca randall is quite a handful and now she s leaving her
beloved sunnybrook farm to live with her well to do elderly aunts and get an
education but they were expecting rebecca s quiet hard working older sister
instead rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in
her young life gaining wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new
chronicles of rebecca eric wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated
versions of several rebecca books including a concluding story the story was
adapted for the theatrical stage and filmed three times once with shirley
temple in the title role

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2018-04-05
reproduction of the original rebecca of sunnybrook farm by kate douglas wiggin

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (1903) Children's Novel by
Kate Douglas Wiggin 2016-01-18
rebecca is an imaginative and charming child often composing little poems and
songs to express her feelings or to amuse her younger brothers and sisters
rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her
young life gaining wisdom and understanding

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm Illustrated 2021-03-29
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one
stern and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy
for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining
wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca 1 eric
wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca
books including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical
stage and filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2017-03-24
how is this book unique font adjustments biography included unabridged 100
original content illustrated about rebecca of sunnybrook farm by kate douglas
wiggin rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel
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by kate douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her
two stern aunts in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for
life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining
wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric
wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca
books including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical
stage and was filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm Illustrated 2020-10-20
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one
stern and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy
for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining
wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca 1 eric
wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca
books including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical
stage and filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2018-10-07
rebecca of sunnybrook farmkate douglas smith wigginkate douglas wiggin
september 28 1856 august 24 1923 was an american educator and author of
children s stories most notably the classic children s novel rebecca of
sunnybrook farm she started the first free kindergarten in san francisco in
1878 the silver street free kindergarten with her sister during the 1880s she
also established a training school for kindergarten teachers kate wiggin
devoted her adult life to the welfare of children in an era when children were
commonly thought of as cheap labor

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2011-09-01
in kate douglas s classic tale of friendship she brings us the delightful
rebecca of sunnybrook farms when the sawyer sisters jane and miranda offered to
take one of their sister s children they requested the oldest and most well
behaved hannah instead they got rebecca a spirited intelligent imaginative
little girl who changed their lives forever rebecca s adventures in friendship
and love have been adapted for young readers in the calico illustrated classics
adaptation of douglas s rebecca of sunnybrook farms

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farms 2020-03-15
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one
stern and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine
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Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Annotated) 2018-05-02
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her two stern
aunts in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life
inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom
and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric wiggin a
great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca books
including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical stage and
was filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role we are
delighted to publish this classic book as part of our extensive classic library
collection many of the books in our collection have been out of print for
decades and therefore have not been accessible to the general public the aim of
our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of
literature and our view is that this is a significant literary work which
deserves to be brought back into print after many decades the contents of the
vast majority of titles in the classic library have been scanned from the
original works to ensure a high quality product each title has been
meticulously hand curated by our staff our philosophy has been guided by a
desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to
ownership of the original work we hope that you will enjoy this wonderful
classic work and that for you it becomes an enriching experience

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2017-01-08
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her two stern
aunts in the village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her
aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom and
understanding

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2020-10-23
eleven year old rebecca randall is quite a handful and now she s leaving her
beloved sunnybrook farm to live with her well to do elderly aunts and get an
education but they were expecting rebecca s quiet hard working older sister
instead rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in
her young life gaining wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new
chronicles of rebecca eric wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated
versions of several rebecca books including a concluding story the story was
adapted for the theatrical stage and filmed three times once with shirley
temple in the title role

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm Illustrated 2021-02-23
kate douglaswigginrebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903
children s novel by kate douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena
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randall and her aunts one stern and one kind in the fictional village of
riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she faces many
trials in her young life gaining wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel
new chronicles of rebecca 1 eric wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote
updated versions of several rebecca books including a concluding story the
story was adapted for the theatrical stage and filmed three times once with
shirley temple in the title role

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm Illustrated 1994
rebecca randall leaves her family at sunnybrook farm and goes to live with her
two aunts in riverboro there she goes to school for the first time embarks on a
madcap scheme to sell soap nearly runs away befriends a coach driver and helps
repair the family s fortunes

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2018-02-06
kate douglas wiggin september 28 1856 august 24 1923 was an american educator
and author of children s stories most notably the classic children s novel
rebecca of sunnybrook farm she started the first free kindergarten in san
francisco in 1878 the silver street free kindergarten with her sister during
the 1880s she also established a training school for kindergarten teachers kate
wiggin devoted her adult life to the welfare of children in an era when
children were commonly thought of as cheap labor wiggin went to california to
study kindergarten methods she began to teach in san francisco with her sister
nora smith assisting her and the two were instrumental in the establishment of
over 60 kindergartens for the poor in san francisco and oakland she moved from
california to new york and having no kindergarten work on hand devoted herself
to literature she sent the story of patsy and the bird s christmas carol to
houghton mifflin co who accepted them at once besides the talent for story
telling she was a musician sang well and composed settings for her poems she
was also an excellent elocutionist her first literary work was half a dozen
housekeepers a serial story which she sent to st nicholas after the death of
her husband in 1889 she returned to california to resume her kindergarten work
serving as the head of a kindergarten normal school some of her other works
included cathedral courtship a summer in a canon timothy s quest the story hour
kindergarten chimes polly oliver s problem and children s rights

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (1903) by 2021-05-28
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one
stern and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy
for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining
wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca 1 eric
wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca
books including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical
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stage and filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Illustrated Edition)
2020-05
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one
stern and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy
for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining
wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric
wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca
books including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical
stage and filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm Illustrated 2021-11-08
kate douglas wiggin nee smith 1856 1923 was an american children s author and
educator she was born in philadelphia and was of welsh descent she started the
first free kindergarten in san francisco in 1878 the silver street free
kindergarten with her sister in the 1880s she also established a training
school for kindergarten teachers her best known books are the story of pasty
1883 the birds christmas carol 1887 polly oliver s problem 1893 a cathedral
courtship 1893 the village watchtoer 1896 marm lisa 1897 and rebecca of
sunnybrook farm 1903

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Esprios Classics)
2021-01-14
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one
stern and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy
for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining
wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric
wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca
books including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical
stage and filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm Illustrated 1990
moving to maine in the 1880s to live with her maiden aunts ten year old rebecca
encounters many adventures and discovers the joy of a relationship with christ

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm--the Child 2016-12-07
kate douglas wiggin was an american author and teacher best known for writing
stories for children wiggin lived at a time when education was not considered
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to be important as most kids helped around their parents farms on top of her
books wiggin was notable for the importance she placed on children and their
well being rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic in children s literature the
book tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and the joy for living that
inspired her harsh aunts rebecca of sunnybrook farm has been made into film on
many occasions wiggin later wrote a sequel called new chronicles of rebecca new
chronicles of rebecca is the sequel to rebecca of sunnybrook farm the book
details more of rebecca s adventures

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm and New Chronicles of
Rebecca 2018-11-24
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one
stern and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy
for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining
wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric
wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca
books including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical
stage and was filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role
synopsisthe novel opens with rebecca s journey to riverboro to live with her
two aunts miranda and jane sawyer until this time she has lived on the family
farm rebecca is the second eldest of seven children most of the children have
fanciful names such as marquis and jenny lind influenced by their father s
artistic background rebecca is named after both the heroines in ivanhoe the
family is quite poor due to the number of children mr randall s inability to
stick to a job and the farm being mortgaged at the beginning of the novel he
has been dead for three years and the family is barely scraping by rebecca s
stay with her aunt is a chance to improve her opportunities in life and to ease
the strain on her family s budget with one less mouth to feed despite her
impoverished background rebecca is imaginative and charming she often composes
little poems and songs to express her feelings or to amuse her younger brothers
and sisters it is she who named their farm sunnybrook miranda and jane had
wanted hannah the eldest sister due to her pragmatic nature and household
skills but her mother needs her at home for the same reason she sends rebecca
instead miranda is unimpressed by rebecca s imagination and sallow complexion
and says she s the image of her shiftless father lorenzo demedici randall
miranda determines to do her duty and train rebecca to be a proper young lady
so she will not shame the sawyer name jane takes on the role of rebecca s
protector and acts as a buffer between her niece and her sister jane teaches
rebecca to sew cook and manage a household rebecca s liveliness and curiosity
brighten jane s life and refresh her spirit although rebecca strives to win
miranda s approval she finds it hard to live up to miranda s rigid standards
rebecca is up against miranda s view of her as all randall and no sawyer the
middle of the novel is for the most part a description of life at riverboro and
its inhabitants important characters are jeremiah cobb and his wife sarah who
first encounter rebecca s charm rebecca s schoolfellow and best friend emma
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jane perkins and adam ladd a young businessman who takes an interest in rebecca
s education adam meets rebecca when she and emma jane are selling soap to help
a poor family receive a lamp as a premium rebecca nicknames him mr aladdin
poster for the stage adaptation of rebecca of sunnybrook farm starring edith
taliaferro produced by klaw erlanger 1910rebecca proves to be a good student
especially in english and goes on to attend high school in wareham in the last
section of the book rebecca has become a young lady with the same high spirit
and a talent for writing she applies for a teaching place in augusta but her
mother falls ill and rebecca must return to care for her and the farm while
rebecca is away from riverboro miranda dies and leaves the sawyer house and
land to rebecca a railway company will buy sunnybrook farm for construction
purposes and this gives the randall family a sufficient living thanks to
miranda s will rebecca now has enough money to become an independent woman and
help her siblings the novel ends with her exclaiming god bless aunt miranda god
bless the brick house that was god bless the brick house that is to be

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2021-04-19
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one
stern and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy
for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining
wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric
wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca
books including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical
stage and filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm Illustrated 2019-05-20
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american 1903 children s novel by kate
douglas wiggin that tells the story of rebecca rowena randall and her aunts one
stern and one kind in the fictional village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy
for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her young life gaining
wisdom and understanding wiggin wrote a sequel new chronicles of rebecca eric
wiggin a great nephew of the author wrote updated versions of several rebecca
books including a concluding story the story was adapted for the theatrical
stage and filmed three times once with shirley temple in the title role the
novel opens with rebecca s journey from her family s farm to riverboro to live
with her two aunts her mother s older sisters miranda and jane sawyer rebecca
is the second oldest of seven children most of the children have fanciful names
such as marquis and jenny lind influenced by their father s artistic background
rebecca is named after both the heroines in ivanhoe the family is quite poor
due to the number of children mr lorenzo demedici randall s inability to stick
to a job and the farm being mortgaged as the novel begins the family is barely
scraping by three years after the father s death rebecca s stay with her aunts
is a chance to improve her opportunities in life and to ease the strain on her
family s budget despite her impoverished background rebecca is imaginative and
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charming she often composes little poems and songs to express her feelings or
to amuse her siblings it is she who named their farm sunnybrook

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2007
an abridged version of kate douglas wiggin s classic story of talkative ten
year old rebecca s adventures after she leaves her home at sunnybrook farm to
go live in town with her spinster aunts one harsh and demanding the other soft
and sentimental

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2023-12-09
this carefully crafted ebook rebecca of sunnybrook farm new chronicles of
rebecca children s book classics is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a
classic american children s novel that tells the story of rebecca rowena
randall and her two stern aunts in the fictional village of riverboro maine
rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she faces many trials in her
young life gaining wisdom and understanding the novel opens with rebecca s
journey to riverboro to live with her two aunts miranda and jane sawyer until
this time she has lived on the family farm rebecca is the second eldest of
seven children and her family is quite poor so moving in with her aunts is a
chance to improve her opportunities in life miranda determines to do her duty
and train rebecca to be a proper young lady so she will not shame the sawyer
name jane takes on the role of rebecca s protector and teaches her to sew cook
and manage a household rebecca proves to be a good student and she becomes a
young lady with the same high spirit and a talent for writing new chronicles of
rebecca is a sequel to rebecca of sunnybrook farm it doesn t follow rebecca in
her further adventures in life but fills in some spaces left uncovered in a
previous book it consists of chronologically arranged tales about rebecca
starting when she is around 12 and ending when she s 18 years old these lovely
chapters complete the charming story of rebecca s rough childhood following her
from a poor but imaginative young girl to a proper young lady kate douglas
wiggin 1856 1923 was an american educator and author of children s stories most
notably the classic children s novel rebecca of sunnybrook farm she started the
first free kindergarten with her sister she also established a training school
for kindergarten teachers and devoted her adult life to the welfare of children

REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM & NEW CHRONICLES OF
REBECCA (Children's Book Classics) 2019-03
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work
as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
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around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 1930
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a classic american children s novel that tells
the story of rebecca rowena randall and her two stern aunts in the fictional
village of riverboro maine rebecca s joy for life inspires her aunts but she
faces many trials in her young life gaining wisdom and understanding the novel
opens with rebecca s journey to riverboro to live with her two aunts miranda
and jane sawyer until this time she has lived on the family farm rebecca is the
second eldest of seven children and her family is quite poor so moving in with
her aunts is a chance to improve her opportunities in life miranda determines
to do her duty and train rebecca to be a proper young lady so she will not
shame the sawyer name jane takes on the role of rebecca s protector and teaches
her to sew cook and manage a household rebecca proves to be a good student and
she becomes a young lady with the same high spirit and a talent for writing new
chronicles of rebecca is a sequel to rebecca of sunnybrook farm it doesn t
follow rebecca in her further adventures in life but fills in some spaces left
uncovered in a previous book it consists of chronologically arranged tales
about rebecca starting when she is around 12 and ending when she s 18 years old
these lovely chapters complete the charming story of rebecca s rough childhood
following her from a poor but imaginative young girl to a proper young lady
kate douglas wiggin 1856 1923 was an american educator and author of children s
stories most notably the classic children s novel rebecca of sunnybrook farm
she started the first free kindergarten with her sister she also established a
training school for kindergarten teachers and devoted her adult life to the
welfare of children

More about Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2017-05-29
this classic novel has been abridged and then carefully adapted into 10
consecutive illustrated chapters with preview questions comprehension questions
and student activities for building comprehension and strengthening vocabulary

REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM & NEW CHRONICLES OF
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REBECCA (Adventure Novels) 1995
rebecca of sunnybrook farm is a delightful children s novel in the vein of anne
of green gables written by kate douglas wiggin rebecca of sunnybrook farm tells
the story of a young girl rebecca who goes to live with her two dour ants
rebecca injects joy into their lives and finds a way to keep her impoverished
family afloat this xist classics edition has been professionally formatted for
e readers with a linked table of contents this ebook also contains a bonus book
club leadership guide and discussion questions we hope you ll share this book
with your friends neighbors and colleagues and can t wait to hear what you have
to say about it xist publishing is a digital first publisher xist publishing
creates books for the touchscreen generation and is dedicated to helping
everyone develop a lifetime love of reading no matter what form it takes

Black Beauty and Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2012
talkative ten year old rebecca goes to live with her spinster aunts one harsh
and demanding the other soft and sentimental with whom she spends seven
difficult but rewarding years growing up

REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM. 2015-04-01
books for all kinds of readers read howyouwant offers the widest selection of
on demand accessible format editions on the market today our 7 different sizes
of easyread are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the
words and the letters we partner with leading publishers around the globe our
goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers new
books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read to
find more books in your format visit readhowyouwant com

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2003-06-02
books for all kinds of readers read howyouwant offers the widest selection of
on demand accessible format editions on the market today our 7 different sizes
of easyread are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the
words and the letters we partner with leading publishers around the globe our
goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers new
books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read to
find more books in your format visit readhowyouwant com

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2008-11-05
this classic novel has been abridged and adapted into 10 illustrated chapters
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Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (EasyRead Super Large 18pt
Edition) 2008-11-05
talkative ten year old rebecca goes to live with her spinster aunts one harsh
and demanding the other soft and sentimental with whom she spends seven
difficult but rewarding years growing up

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (EasyRead Super Large 20pt
Edition) 2012-02
kate douglas wiggin september 28 1856 august 24 1923 was an american educator
and author of children s stories most notably the classic children s novel
rebecca of sunnybrook farm she started the first free kindergarten in san
francisco in 1878 the silver street free kindergarten with her sister during
the 1880s she also established a training school for kindergarten teachers kate
wiggin devoted her adult life to the welfare of children in an era when
children were commonly thought of as cheap labor

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2009-10

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm 2017-12-31
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